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With some of the top brands in the industry, rest assured that you have the very 
best at your disposal. With expert-driven, scientifically proven products, tools 
and education, you can continue to bring a superior experience to your team 
and your patients.

Let’s Shape Next-Level Dentistry
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One Bottle. 
Countless Advantages.

The award-winning, next-gen 
apatite stimulating liner.

All-Bond Universal is one of the most versatile 
universal adhesive systems available today. It can 

be used in total-etch, self-etch or selective etch 
modes and unlike most other universal adhesives, it’s 

formulated to be compatible with dual- and self-
cured materials without an activator.

A light-cured, resin-modified calcium silicate 
filled liner designed for use in direct and indirect 
pulp capping and as a protective liner under 
composites, amalgams, cements, and other base 
materials.

Learn more about this 
product, recommended 
and curated by Curion.

Learn more about this 
product, recommended 
and curated by Curion.

MDP

All Bond Universal™  
Light-Cured Dental Adhesive

TheraCal LC® 

Resin-Modified Calcium 
Silicate Pulp Protectant/Liner

100 Unit-Dose (0.20ml)  
(B-73100K)

50 Unit-Dose (0.20ml)  
(B-73050K)

Refill (6ml)   
(B-7202P)

Standard Kit  
(B-7202B0K-EU)

Net $153.75
       (Reg. $205.00)

Net $172.50
       (Reg. $230.00)

Net $144.75
       (Reg. $193.00)

Net $321.75
       (Reg. $429.00)

BUY 3, GET 1 FREE*
*Free item must be the same item

Refill Syringe (1g) (H-3301P)

Kit/ 4 Syringes (H-33014P)$136.50 (Net/Syr. $34.13)
(Reg. $182.00)

$42.75
(Reg. $57.00)

Restorative Solutions

25% OFF
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Every great restoration starts 
with a great foundation.

Utilizing the THERA technology, TheraBase 
chemically bonds to tooth structure, and 
releases and recharges calcium and fluoride 
ions. TheraBase’s calcium release generates an 
alkaline pH which promotes pulp vitality. It is a 
dual-cured material that will polymerize even 
in deep restorations where light cannot reach.

Learn more about this 
product, recommended 
and curated by Curion.

1 Syringe (8g) (H35001P)

Buy 2, Get 1 Syringe Free (H35001P)Net $118.00
       (Reg. $177.00)

TheraBase® 

Self-Adhesive Calcium 
Releasing Base/Liner

25% OFFBUY 2, GET 1 FREE

exclusive products

After cavity preparation, all water was 
removed using a stream of air, leaving the 
surface visibly moist. TheraCal LC was 
applied on small pulp exposure and light-
cured for 20 seconds.

TheraBase was applied to the dentin 
surface of the prepared cavity directly 
from the dispensing syringe.

TheraBase was light cured for 20 seconds. 
If desired, TheraBase can be allowed to 
self-cure for 4 minutes.

A selective-etch bonding technique was 
used to condition the surface of the 
preparation. Any bonding technique can 
be applied.

Restorations were filled with a light-cure 
composite material following manufacturer’s 
instructions.

All-Bond Universal® was applied following 
manufacturer’s instructions.

Compressive Strength

TheraBase Activa™ BioActive
Base/Liner™
(PulpDent)

Fuji II LC
(GC America)

Vitrebond™ Plus
(3M)
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$132.75
(Reg. $177.00)
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Taking smartphone dental photography 
to a new level.
The Smile Lite MDP-2 can be considered as a “mini photo studio”. Its unique design provides the 
perfect lighting, for the most beautiful intra- and extraoral dental photos. The new and improved 
Smile Lite MDP-2 works with any smartphone and has a convenient handle, making intraoral 
photography a breeze for any single operator. 

- shade matching
- lab communication
- patient documents
- patient education
- pre- and post-op photos
- short video clips
- artistic photos for sharing on social platforms

With the Smile Lite MDP-2, you can easily 
take high quality digital photos for: 

Smile Lite MDP-2 Kit (6700-M)

$50.00 OFF

MDP 2.0

Learn more about this 
product, recommended 
and curated by Curion.

Smile Lite MDP-2
Mini Photo Studio for Smartphone Photography

NEW
!

Dental Photography 

$749.00
(Reg. $799.00)



Flexipalette Kit (FP3100)

Refill: A, B, C, or Colour Match

10% OFF
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Autoclavable contrast palettes 
for intraoral photography.
Flexipalettes are made out of a bendable copper sheet 100% over-molded with Plastimed, 
a medical grade silicone rubber that is latex free, safe and hypoallergenic.

Flexipalette A Flexipalette B Flexipalette C
Flexipalette

Colour Match

Learn more about this 
product, recommended 
and curated by Curion.

Flexipalette
Contrast Palettes

exclusive products

$215.10
(Reg. $239.00)

$62.10
(Reg. $69.00)
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Indirect Cementation Solutions

Colour stability. Easy handling.

Reduce the risk of discoloration. It’s always fresh!  2-Part Silane.

Porcelain Bonding Resin is a HEMA-Free, hydrophobic bonding 
resin designed specifically for bonding to porcelain. 

A two-part silane coupling agent offering additional 
shelf-life stability to ensure long lasting effective bonding 
to porcelain.

Choice 2 Veneer Cement exhibits exceptional colour 
stability and strength for discerning aesthetically-

minded clinicians.

Choice 2 is specifically formulated for colour stability 
(Delta E <1.2) resulting in high esthetics.

Choice™  2
Light-cured Veneer Cement

Porcelain Bonding Resin 

HEMA-Free Unfilled Resin
Bis-Silane™ 
2-Part Silane 

Refill Syringe (4.5g)   

Try-In Paste Refill Syringe (2g)

15% OFF

15% OFF 15% OFF

Refill Bottle (6ml) (B3110P)  Parts A & B (6ml/ea) (B3210P)  

Learn more about this 
product, recommended 
and curated by Curion.

Learn more about this 
product, recommended 
and curated by Curion.

Learn more about this 
product, recommended 
and curated by Curion.

Use a hema-free bonding resin for 
your dental veneers.

Reduce the risk of debonding 
with Bis-Silane.

$75.65
(Reg. $89.00)

$39.95
(Reg. $47.00)

$48.45
(Reg. $57.00)

$93.50
(Reg. $110.00)
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Etch with minimal time. Protect your veneers!

The Gold Standard just got better.

Porcelain Etchant improves the adhesive bond between 
porcelain and cement by increasing the surface area of the 
porcelain to be bonded.

Thanks to Veneer Me, you’ll be able to carry, etch, rinse, and 
prepare your hyper-delicate veneers for cementation, safely.

ALL-BOND 3 is used for all total-etch bonding 
procedures and is compatible with light-, dual- and 

self-cured materials.

All-Bond 3®

Total-Etch Adhesive

9.5% Porcelain Etchant
Buffered Hydrofluoric Acid Gel

Veneer Me
Veneer prep storage device.

10% OFF 10% OFF

Syringe (5g) (E5707P) Kit (3 sets)  
(07-2600)  

Mini Kit (1 set)  
(07-2600-1) 

View technique 
tips from  
Dr. Bob Margeas

Learn more about this 
product, recommended 
and curated by Curion.

Learn more about this 
product, recommended 
and curated by Curion.

Learn more about this 
product, recommended 
and curated by Curion.

exclusive products

$292.50
(Reg. $325.00)

$113.40
(Reg. $129.00)

$40.50
(Reg. $45.00)

Resin (4ml) (B3608P)

Part B (6ml) (B3602P)  

Part A & B (6ml ea) 
(B36010P)

Kit (B36200K) Net $235.50
       (Reg. $314.00)

Net $87.00
       (Reg. $116.00)

Net $181.50
       (Reg. $242.00)

Net $58.50
       (Reg. $78.00)

BUY 3, GET 1 FREE*
*Free item must be the same item
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Easy placement and clean up.
ZirClean helps to achieve reliable adhesive 

cementation to zirconia (as well as ceramic and 
metal restoration surfaces) that occurs during try-

in by removing the phosphate contamination.

Elevate your indirect bonding 
with Z-Prime Plus.

Z-Prime Plus is a single-component priming 
agent used to enhance adhesion between 
indirect restorative materials and composite 
resin cements.

Z-Prime™ Plus 
Zirconia, Alumina and Metal Primer

ZirClean™ 
Restorative Cleaner

Syringe (5g) (B7351P)

15% OFF

Bottle (4ml) (B6001P)

15% OFF

Learn more about this 
product, recommended 
and curated by Curion.

Learn more about this 
product, recommended 
and curated by Curion.

Indirect Cementation Solutions

$123.25
(Reg. $145.00)

$28.05
(Reg. $33.00)
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Make restoration seating a breeze.
Duo-Link Universal resin cement is formulated 
to allow for quick and easy removal of excess 
cement. It is visible on radiographs and offers 

uncompromised strength and durability. 

Restoration seating is a breeze with Duo-Link’s 
low film thickness and easy clean-up.

A self-adhesive resin cement that 
delivers a strong bond to zirconia.

Delivering a strong bond to Zirconia and most 
substrates, along with easy clean-up and high 
radiopacity, TheraCem offers the clinician a reliable 
and durable cementation of indirect restorations.

TheraCem®

Calcium & Fluoride-Releasing 
Self-Adhesive Resin Cement

Duo-Link Universal™
Dual-Cure Resin Cement

Cementation 
Solutions 
Guide

Learn more about this 
product, recommended 
and curated by Curion.

Learn more about this 
product, recommended 
and curated by Curion.

MDP

exclusive products

1 Syringe (8g) (D46311P)

Buy 3, Get 1 Syringe Free (D46311P)Net $132.75
       (Reg. $177.00)

20% OFFBUY 3, GET 1 FREE or

$141.60
(Reg. $177.00)

1 Refill Syringe 
(Universal or Milky Bright)  

Buy 3, Get 1 Refill Free 
(Universal or Milky Bright)  

1 Kit  
(A19620K)

Buy 3, Get 1 Kit Free 
(A19620K)

Net $276.00
       (Reg. $368.00)

Net $112.50
       (Reg. $150.00)

$294.40
(Reg. $368.00)

$120.00
 (Reg. $150.00)

20% OFForBUY 3, GET 1 FREE*
*Free item must be the same item
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Simple, fast and so accurate.
OPTISHADE STYLEITALIANO provides a new solution for shade matching that surpasses all the 

other digital colour measurement devices on the market with its accuracy and repeatability!

Passionate dental professionals have been trying for years to find 
alternatives to the use of commercial dental shade guides.  
The solution has arrived.

$100 OFF + FREE TRAVEL CASE ($65.00 Value)

Learn more about this 
product, recommended 
and curated by Curion.

The Perfect Match. 
Digital shade matching in the palm of your hands.

Optishade StyleItaliano™ 
Digital Shade Matching Device

 Digital Shade Matching

$2,395.00
(Reg. $2,495.00)

Optishade full set (70100-OS)
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Travel Case

Only compatible

Digital shade matching in the palm of your hands. OPTISHADE STYLEITALIANO is an 
innovative device that digitally measures the L*a*b coordinates, allowing the clinician 
and ceramist to create optimal aesthetic results with accuracy and repeatability. 

Compare function between the crown and the measurement of the natural tooth. 

L*a*b* values of the crown 

L*a*b* values of the natural tooth

Digital simulation of the colour comparison

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

4

L*a*b* values of the measured tooth

L*a*b* values of the closest shade from a shade guide in 
the database

Delta E - colour difference between the two values

Shade reference area (the point can be moved by 
dragging it with your finger)

1

2

3

4

exclusive products
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Have confidence in your edge.

Human experience is at the heart of LM’s pioneering innovations, 

The ultimate in uncoated 
stainless steel technology.

Sharp 100% sharpen-free instruments with a 
functionally-safe lifespan comparable to stainless 

steel instruments. Experience built-in safety and 
unparalleled ergonomic grip control for worry-free 

scaling and clinically superior results.

Experience the exceptionally ergonomic benefits of 
LM-DuraGradeMax’s lasting sharpness, and durability 
when removing dental deposits. LM’s combination of 
advanced edge retention technology and the highest-
rated ergonomic handles on the market means less 
frequent sharpening and easier, more comfortable 
scaling for both the clinician and patient.

SharpDiamond™ Instruments
Coated, 100% Sharpen-Free

DuraGradeMax™ Instruments
Superior, long-lasting Stainless Steel

Learn more about this 
product, recommended 
and curated by Curion.

Learn more about this 
product, recommended 
and curated by Curion.

Hand Instruments

$73.95  - $82.45
(Reg. $87.00 - $97.00)

$24.65  - $107.10
(Reg. $29.00 - $126.00)

15% OFF

15% OFF
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easing & enhancing dental care with carefully designed instruments.

feel the difference

Dentistry is artistry and every 
artist needs the right tools.

Atraumatic extraction, 
comfort and control.

LM-ARTE is a set of innovative instruments for 
aesthetic restorations. Developed in co-operation 
with Style-Italiano, a group of dentists specialized 
in aesthetic dentistry, each LM-ARTE instrument is 

expertly designed for composite layering. 

Trauma-minimizing extraction instruments are a 
must-have to shorten soft-tissue healing times and 
optimize future implant placements. With the same 
smart design, superior ergonomics and enhanced 
tactile sensitivity that LM users are accustomed to, 
LM’s extraction tools provide precision control while 
minimizing trauma during extraction.

LM-ARTE™ Instruments
Aesthetic Composite Instruments

LM Extraction Instruments
TwistOut™, LiftOut™, SlimLift™, RootOut™

Learn more about this 
product, recommended 
and curated by Curion.

Learn more about this 
product, recommended 
and curated by Curion.

exclusive products

$57.80
(Reg. $68.00)

$117.30
(Reg. $138.00)

15% OFF

15% OFF
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Integrated Light Guide
Guided, targeted illumination 
for VacuLUX or Isolite systems

Patient Comfort Flap
Soft silicone flap protects for a 
more comfortable experience

Autoclavable
Save money with a more 
affordable option

Liquid Rollover Edge
Prevent escaping fluids for 
increased spatter reduction

Evacuation Chamber
Consistent, predictable suction 
for a dry field you can count on

Universal Fit
Designed to fit Zyris or 
Dryshield systems

Better patient comfort, field  
and aerosol management.

Discover the features worth making a switch.

Autoclavable mouthpieces are 
now available and are universally 

compatible with Ascentcare’s 
VacuLUX adapters as well as Zyris 

Isolite or Dryshield systems.

HVE Isolation

VacuLUX™ Starter Kit
Assorted Mouthpieces, Dryshield or 

Zyris Adapter, WhisperLite Hose

VacuLUX™ Mouthpiece

$575.00 VacuLUX Isolation Starter Kit  
Dryshield (AAVLUXSD) or Zyris (AAVLUXSZ)

VacuLUX Mouthpiece 4 Pack 
Sizes: Assorted, Large, Medium, Small, Pedo

BUY STARTER KIT GET MOUTHPIECE 4 PACK FREE ($148.00 Value)

10% OFF

Learn more about this 
product, recommended 
and curated by Curion.

Learn more about this 
product, recommended 
and curated by Curion.

$133.20
(Reg. $148.00)
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Please visit www.curion.ca  
to take advantage of even more products on sale!

ONLINE PROMOTIONS
Free shipping on 
all online orders 

6”x6” Sanctuary YIN YANG 
Non-Latex Dental Dams (15 Sheets)

BUY 4 GET 1 FREE

6”X6” Sanctuary Powder-Free  
Latex Silk Blue Dental Dams (36 Sheets)

BUY 4 GET 1 FREE

6”x6” Sanctuary 
Non-Latex Dental Dams (15 Sheets)

BUY 4 GET 1 FREE

6”x6” Sanctuary 
Latex Dental Dams (36 Sheets)

BUY 4 GET 1 FREE

20% OFF 10% OFF 10% OFF

NiTin™ will deliver consistent, predictable 
contacts like no other system can!

High contrast, low-protein, powder-free dental dam.

NiTin  Long
(NT400)

NiTin Standard
(NT500)

N 100
Premolar, 4.0 mm

N 150
Premolar, 4.1 mm

N 175
Molar, 5.0 mm

N 200
Tall Molar, 5.4 mm

N 300
Tall Molar, 6.0 mm

Full Contour BandsRings NiTin™ Intro Kit

$357.60 Intro Kit

(Reg. $447.00)

Net $25.60
(Reg. $32.00)

Net $27.20
(Reg. $34.00)

Net $20.00
(Reg. $25.00)

Net $18.40
(Reg. $23.00)

$232.20 2/Pack

(Reg. $258.00)
$329.40 Kit

(Reg. $366.00)
$72.90 50/Pack

(Reg. $81.00)
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Please visit www.curion.ca  
to take advantage of even more products on sale!

ONLINE PROMOTIONS

WedgeWands®

The Wand applicator provides the simplest placement 
technique ever.

Composi-Tight® 3D Fusion™ Wedges
Composi-Tight 3D Fusion Wedges fuse two materials together 
to produce the perfect combination of adaptability and 
retention.

G-Wedges™
Secure gripping block for positive control.

Soft Wedges™
Soft Wedges are wooden interproximal wedges that have 
been optimized for use with modern restorative materials.

*Free item must be of equal or lesser value.

BUY 4, GET 1 FREE*

*Free item must be of equal or lesser value.

BUY 4, GET 1 FREE*

*Free item must be of equal or lesser value.

BUY 4, GET 1 FREE*

*Free item must be of equal or lesser value.

BUY 4, GET 1 FREE*

Free shipping on 
all online orders 

Net $121.60 
(Reg. $152.00)

Kit (200)

Net $192.80 
(Reg. $241.00)

Kit (400)

Net $107.20 
(Reg. $134.00)

Kit (400)

Net $168.00 
(Reg. $210.00)

Kit (400)

Net $60.80 
(Reg. $76.00)

Refill (SX,S,M,L) (100)

Net $54.40 
(Reg. $68.00)

Refill (SX,S,M,L) (100)

Net $86.40 
(Reg. $108.00)

Refill (SX,S,M,L) (300)

Net $47.20 
(Reg. $59.00)

Refill (SX,S,M,L) (100)



TEAM WISHLIST
NAME:      PRODUCT      PAGE #

Our products put people first, helping 
you build better relationships between 
patients and all professionals in  
your practice.

Practice in Harmony 

Ask us about how we can help you 
create workplace harmony.
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Let’s reconnect on the exhibit floor 
at the signature ODA Annual Spring 
Meeting.

May 5-6 2022

Meet us on the exhibit floor at the 
JDIQ, Quebec’s premier dental 

conference.

May 30-31 2022

ODA  
Annual Spring Meeting

Journees 
dentaires internationales 

du Quebec

 Booth #611

 Booth #1425

Follow uscurion.ca ©2022 Curion Dental Products. All rights reserved.


